NON- ARYAN LOANS IN IN DO-ARYAN        1
fliat in this respect the Indian_thought b*s been always
influenced by the beliefs of the aboriginal jDopulations^
One can, for instance, refer to the cult of the hairs of
Buddha. In tbe legend of Rima, Ball, the famous
monkey-king, the brother of Sugrtva, owed his name to the
fact that he was born from the hairs of his mother.
However, the Austro-Asiatic origin of bala- would
remain doubtful if this Sanskrit word had not formed the
part of a group of which the other elements are certainly
non-Aryan. We will see just now, that kamb&la sambala
are inseparable from bala and foreign to Indo-Aryan.1
The Austro-Asiatic root *lala was susceptible to have
prefixes like ka+nasal, in order to form a substantive
meaning " a shaggy being." We should not therefore,
be astonished to find in Sanskrit a word kambala, which
means a kind of deer and more precisely, " a sort of deer
with a shaggy hairy coat," according to the definition
of Monier Williams. As one finds, the description of
the animal conforms to the etymology of the name.
Prom this the use of the word kamfiala for woollen stuff
can be easily explained, Kampala—in the sense of " woollen
stuff "—occurs in the Atharva-Veda (XIV. 2, 66, 67).
This word, is doubtless of non-Aryan origin^ and haa
been introduced jn the Sanskrit vocabulary prior to th*
redaction of the Atharva-Veda.
On the other hand the name of " silk-cotton tres"
or Bombax Heptaphyllum, is in Pali Simbali or Simbala and
in Sanskrit Salmall or tfalmala. One can recognise here
1 In Tibetan, bal means the hair of certain animals, the wool.
A composite adjective of this word has been formed 'bal-'bal which
Saratchandra Das translates by " shaggy." It is difficult to decide
if these forms are in their origin Tibeto-Burmese, or if bal has been
borrowed from Indo*

